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Key features 

• In their own words, more than 20 Newcastle legends lift 
the lid on life at St James’ Park 

• Stories from inside the dressing room, told by the biggest 
names to have worn the famous black-and-white jersey 
over the past 60 years 

• TalkSPORT chief football correspondent Alex Crook and 
experienced football journalist and writer Jake Rusby use 
their interview skills to bring these Newcastle United 
greats’ stories to life 

• Manager spats, owner controversies, player bust-ups, 
memorable wins and devastating losses are all covered in 
this comprehensive collection of player memories 

• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers, 
websites, podcasts and magazines 

 Description 

Newcastle legends from across the decades offer a unique insight into the most magical moments in the history of the North East giants. 
Magpies greats from Alan Shearer to Bob Moncur and Les Ferdinand to Nobby Solano take us into the inner sanctuary of the dressing 
room, with previously unheard stories from their favourite matches in the famous black-and-white stripes. Shay Given lifts the lid on 
how Mike Ashley forced him to put in a transfer request when he was on the cusp of becoming Newcastle’s record appearance-holder. 
Rafa Benitez reveals the secrets of his love affair with the Toon Army, while Nikos Dabizas recalls ‘going from heaven to hell’ in the 
space of just a few days by scoring an iconic late winner in a Tyne–Wear derby before falling victim to Dennis Bergkamp’s wonder goal. 
‘Sir’ Les Ferdinand takes us back to the glory days of Kevin Keegan’s ‘Entertainers’, and Malcolm ‘Supermac’ Macdonald recalls asking 
Bobby Robson for his autograph as a schoolboy, only to sign for him years later.   
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